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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0206952A1] 1. Apparatus for the simultaneous dispensing and cutting of webs of rolled materials including a casing (1) with front and
rearward walls (1a - 1b), side walls (1c) and bottom wall (1d), with automatic changeover of the roll in use, of the type according to which the roll
of material in use (R1) is applied in abutment directly onto a driving drum (3) provided with an externally collapsible cutting device (4), so that by
a mere manual pull on the free web of material projecting out of an opening of the casing under the apparatus after rolling up of the material on
the drum, it will be possible to dispense and to cut automatically a web the length of which is approximately equal to the diameter of the drum, a
spare roll (R2) being disposed above the roll in use (R1), waiting for said roll (R1) to be completely spent, with the possibility for the empty roll to
be discharged into a storage container (30), said spare roll (R2) being placed on a supporting flap (24) the position of which is adjustable, said flap
being linked hingedly and controlled by an assembly of transmission means (20) (35 - 40) and of interlocking means (29 - 32) in order to provide
either the holding back of the spare roll, or the positioning thereof, automatically, in abutment on the drum (3) after the discharge of the nearly empty
roll, (R1), said apparatus being characterized in that : - the roll (R1) in use, placed on the driving drum (3), is also abutted rotatably on a cylinder
(16) which is in turn rotatable relative to the said front and rearward walls of the casing, said free web to be pulled projecting out of the opening of
the casing after having been passed along between two idle rollers (14) and (15) ; - the roll in use (R1) accommodates within the core or spindle (9)
thereof an urging means (29 - 37) imparting to said roll an urging force of constant magnitude directed downwardly in order to provide the discharge
of this roll between the drum (3) and the cylinder (16), towards the storage container (30) ; - the said transmission and interlocking means are
actuated by a control means which is controlled itself by the urging means (29 - 37).
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